Speed Cargo
Packers and
Movers Bally

We have been providing packing and moving services in the Bally area for a long time. Everyone
who works in our company is fully experienced and they have enough knowledge related to
packing and moving. Our company is a very renowned shifting company in this location. We
have been providing packing and moving-related services for a long time.
This company provides very fast packing and shifting services. We provide a very careful loading
and unloading service, fast goods transport or moving services. Besides, we provide free good
storage services for many cases.
On the other hand, we offer a wide range of domestic and corporate level shifting solutions such
as household goods relocation, office items shifting. We also provide car transport services, bike
moving services, transport services, restaurant transport services, shopping mall moving
services, student shifting services.

House Relocation
We provide you with low-cost and high-quality packing
and moving services for your household goods within
Kolkata as well as from Kolkata or other cities in India.
We offer a wide range of services to customers at
affordable rates. These include household goods
packing, loading, moving, unloading, storing,
rearranging after delivery, etc. We even help our
customers to pack up their houses within the budget.
Our services are also competitively priced. Therefore
we can provide services for both local and overseas
clients.

Office Shifting
Companies dealing with office relocations have the
challenging job of handling the whole procedure from
start to finish, from finding a suitable site for the new
workplace, arranging the lease or sublet to finalizing all
the legal formalities and preparing all the necessary
papers. The need for relocating an office is felt when
the existing business model seems to be floundering or
losing its grip on the target market. This could happen
because of excessive operational costs, poor customer
service, poor infrastructure, or simply because the
current office space is not as conducive as desired.

Car Relocation
We have modern-day tools for car relocation and we have car
carriers to relocate cars safely. There are many car removals
companies in Kolkata offering the same kind of service and we
have many more services also and we have also a complete
customer satisfaction guarantee which will help you to protect
your investment. This guarantee will protect you in case the car
relocation cause damage to your vehicle. And also we have a
transport tracking service where they will track your vehicle
safely from one place to another.

Storage and Warehouse
An experienced mover like ours will have extensive experience
in the field and will be in a position to handle any unforeseen
circumstance. It is highly advisable to hire the services of a
professional relocation company like Speed Cargo Packers &
Movers because we have experience in dealing with all types of
office moving services. The relocation company should also
have a well-secured storage facility where your office furniture
can be stored while the building undergoes the process of
construction.

International Moving
Our company offers free, no-obligation estimates. If
you feel that your office equipment may get damaged
during the move, you should be able to claim all the
damages from the moving-services provider.
Furthermore, the experienced mover will ensure that all
your office furniture is transported in good condition,
even if this means rearranging the office space and
changing the layout. A good relocation company should
also keep the moving regulations and requirements in
mind, such as the time limit for relocations and whether
the client is required to provide insurance for the
goods. This ensures that the job gets done right and you
end up with an office fit for life that you can use for
years to come.

Contact Us

156/85A B.T.Road Kolkta- 700108, Dunlop Bridge
08910695902 / 07209267999
info@speedcargopackersmovers.co.in
Our Website:
https://www.speedcargopackersmovers.co.in/

